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Seymour Fromer at the entry gate of the Magnes Museum

Fifty Years of Berkeley’s
“The Magnes”

New Monument to a
Berkeley Resident

This autumn will mark the 50th anniversary of the opening exhibit of the Judah Magnes Memorial Museum.
Thanks to the co-founders Rebecca and Seymour Fromer,
much has been accomplished in those five decades.

A portrait bust of William Byron Rumford (1908-1986)
by sculptor Dana King will be unveiled on July 17th in
the median of Sacramento Street in the block north of
Ashby Avenue. A civil rights pioneer, Berkeley resident
Rumford was the first African American from Northern
California to be elected to the state legislature. He
served as a member of the California Assembly from
1949 to 1967.

By Burl Willes

Starting out in a single storage room in Oakland in 1962
and then more space above the original Parkway Theatre in Oakland, their collection of Judaica grew quickly.
When the Burke estate at 2910 Russell Street was put up
for sale in 1965, it was “love at first sight.” Built in 1908,
it’s located on a leafy street of gracious homes above
College Avenue in Berkeley’s Elmwood neighborhood.

By Ann Harlow

Seymour smiled when he told me years later that Rebecca had said “This is it!” before they even got out of the
car. She knew that it offered the three qualities essential
to the healing and rejuvenation of post-Holocaust Jewish culture: beauty, space, and serenity. Private donations
allowed them to purchase the estate and the collection
moved to its new home.

A native of Arizona, Rumford came to the Bay Area at
age eighteen to attend the University of California. He
graduated from the UC School of Pharmacy in 1931
and immediately began facing job discrimination, but
persevered, became a pharmacist at Highland Hospital,
and in 1942 he bought a pharmacy on Sacramento Street
in Berkeley whose owner had been drafted. During
World War II he also continued in a part-time job for
the state health department and served as a volunteer on
the state Rent Control Board, the Emergency Housing
Committee, and the Berkeley Interracial Committee.

(continued on page 3)
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Many of us are breathing a sigh of relief that summer is finally here, and
we can take life a little more slowly. Strolling through the Bay Area’s
second annual Book Fest on June 4th and 5th was a great way to relax into
the summer season. As thousands of Bay Area book lovers gathered in
Berkeley’s civic center, many visited Berkeley Historical Society’s booth,
long-time members and curious newcomers alike. As always, we are
gratified by the lively interest in Berkeley’s history, and by the interesting
stories visitors share with us. Our newsletter welcomes stories such as
these. If you have a story you wish to share or research, please contact
newsletter editor Ann Harlow, ann@annharlow.com.
On Sunday, May 15, we had the pleasure of listening to Country Joe
McDonald’s engaging remembrances of the folk and rock scenes of the
sixties and beyond. In conversation with historian/archivist Alec Palao,
Country Joe regaled the audience with stories of his arrival in Berkeley, his
early musical collaborations and the founding of Country Joe and the Fish
and his further musical endeavors. Alec Palao’s intimate knowledge of this
era and his interview skills allowed for an in-depth discussion full of local
flavor, yet also insightful generalizations about the rock scene. Altogether,
the audience was treated to a delightful encounter between musician and
cultural historian, with some cultural artifacts to make the experience even
more satisfying. Our thanks go out to our archivist Shelley Rideout and
program committee head Phyllis Gale for organizing this event.
Those who attended our Annual Meeting and spring exhibit opening
(“Berkeley! How We Got Our Name”) were treated to a very informative
presentation by curator and past BHS president Steve Finacom. Perhaps
most striking were the high hopes pinned on “The New World” by
philosophers like Bishop Berkeley. Reading lines such as these of
Berkeley’s we must admit the bar is pretty high:
		In happy climes, the seat of innocence,
 		
Where nature guides and virtue rules,
Where men shall not impose for truth and sense
 		
The pedantry of courts and schools:
They are, at least, something to keep in mind as we balance visions past
with present pressures. For more about George Berkeley’s vision, please
do stop by the History Center, Thursdays–Saturdays, 1-4, to see our current
exhibit, which closes mid-October, 2016.
We hope to see you at the Center, and at the Solano Stroll, Sunday,
September 11. Sign-ups for volunteer shifts at our table will be sent via
e-mail in August. Or, you can call the Center and leave a message at 8450181.
Enjoy the Summer and Be in Touch!
Jeanine Castello-Lin and Tonya Staros, Co-Presidents

(Magnes, continued from page 1)

To convert the property from a private dwelling to a public museum, the Youth Job Corps assembled a multicultural
group of volunteer workers to tend the large gardens and transform the mansion’s interior into gallery spaces.
When it reopened in the autumn of 1966, the museum was named in honor of Judah L Magnes. Born in San Francisco, Magnes graduated with honors from Oakland High School in 1894. An exceptional rabbi, he was active with
the American Civil Liberties Union and in the founding of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where he served as
chancellor and president. He was an outspoken supporter of reconciliation between Arabs and Jews.
Seymour Fromer was the ideal director to lead the way. His enthusiasm and loving spirit inspired artists, curators,
donors, and program founders. The list of their accomplishments is extraordinary.
For decades, hundreds of exhibitions and outreach programs were designed to present artifacts from the past and to
foster continual research, debate, and interpretation. To celebrate the richness and diversity of modern Jewish culture,
contemporary artists exhibited regularly.
The annual Rosenberg Poetry Award and the Richard Nagler Photography Contest were established. Magnes curators
collaborated with Rabbi Schulweis of Temple Beth Abraham in San Francisco to establish the Institute for Righteous
Acts, the first endeavor to recognize Christians who worked to rescue Jews during the Holocaust.
The museum press printed some hundred books and pamphlets on topics ranging from Jewish gold rush cemeteries
to Holocaust studies. Using the unique museum archives, Rebecca Fromer published two critically acclaimed books
that uncovered the little-known Nazi decimation of Sephardic cultures in Greece.
The Jewish Film Festival and the Klezmer music revival both trace their roots to the museum staff and especially to
the always-encouraging Seymour Fromer. Modest, scholarly, humorous, and optimistic, Seymour saw his and Rebecca’s dream become successful as it continued to reach out to a bigger and bigger audience.
In his eighties, Seymour oversaw the collection move to a stunning new location at 2121 Allston Way near Oxford
Street, where it was transferred to the University of California, Berkeley, and renamed The Magnes Collection of
Jewish Art and Life.

(Rumford, continued from page 1)

Rumford’s involvement in these organizations and in the Appomattox Club, a political organization of East Bay
African Americans, led to his being recruited to run for the Assembly in 1948. While in that office, he authored two
landmark pieces of civil rights legislation, the Fair Employment Practices Act of 1959 and the Fair Housing Act of
1963, known as the Rumford Fair Housing Act. He also served on the Assembly’s Civil Service Commission, which
addressed discrimination in government employment. As chair of the Public Health Committee he aided the passage
of some of the first air pollution and radiation control laws in the country.
Rumford is the subject of a recent documentary film by Doug Harris, “Fair Legislation: The Byron Rumford Story.”
The one-hour film will be shown at 1:30 and 4:30 on July 17th as part of the “block party” on Sacramento Street
between Julia and Ashby. At the invitation of the South Berkeley Legacy Project, BHS and BAHA will share a
booth on Berkeley history during the block party. For more information about the event, see rumfordproject.org. For
information about the monument and the artist, see danakingart.com.
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Future Exhibits
The Program Committee has been busy making plans for the next year and a half. We are extending a call for loans of
family/personal materials and stories that make our exhibits uniquely Berkeley. We also welcome volunteers to help
make our work a success. Please contact Phyllis Gale at 510-508-4389 or email her at p2gale@gmail.com.

Firestorm: 25 Years After the 1991 Berkeley/Oakland Hills Fire (working title)
Curators: Steve Finacom and Phyllis Gale
Exhibit Dates: October 2, 2016 – November 3, 2016.

This is a “pop-up” exhibit surrounding October 20, 2016, the 25th anniversary of the 1991 Berkeley/Oakland Hills
Fire. We will draw upon our past exhibits on the 1991 Berkeley/Oakland Hills Fire and the 1923 Fire. We will have
several speakers covering the impacts of these fires on Berkeley, including fire and disaster protection, loss of homes
and important architecture, and creation of life and art from what remains.

Home Front: Local Civilian Support of a Nation at War and Afterwards
Curators: Steve Finacom and Phyllis Gale
Exhibit Dates: Veterans Day, November 11, 2016 – April 15, 2017

The years 2016 and 2017 cover the entry of the US into World War I 100 years ago and World War II 75 years ago.
We will provide vignettes of the Berkeley Home Front across two world wars. We will illustrate the role of women
in the war effort and cover Berkeley’s farewell to the Japanese citizens as they were sent off to camps. There will be
a World War II kitchen in the glass case in the lobby. We will also highlight the letters to and from Berkeley citizens
who served in the armed forces and their families. We will also include the building of Berkeley’s Veterans Memorial Building and the organizations that supported the building. We will draw upon the BHS archives and other local
archives for this exhibit.

August Vollmer: The Father of American Policing

Curator: Willard M. Oliver, Professor of Criminal Justice, Sam Houston State University
Exhibit Dates: April 24, 2017 – September, 2017
There stands no greater association between a man and a city than between August Vollmer and the City of Berkeley.
The city made the man; the man forever transformed American policing. Having first served as the elected town marshal (1905-1909), when Berkeley became a city, Vollmer became its police chief (1909-1932). During his time with
the Berkeley Police Department, Vollmer not only advanced all of American policing through such innovations as the
first crime lab and the modern polygraph, but police higher education as well, creating the first criminal justice degree
program at the University of California and becoming that discipline’s first professor. For the first half of the 20th
century, Berkeley was known the world over as the epicenter of police innovation. Today, it is known as the birthplace
of modern American policing. The exhibit will showcase the life of August Vollmer and his close relationship with the
city. Berkeley store owner, mail carrier, town marshal, police chief, professor, and regional parks advocate—all attest
to Vollmer’s relationship with the city he so dearly loved. How this relationship enabled Vollmer to fundamentally
transform American policing will be the focus of this exhibit.

Soundtrack to the Sixties: The Berkeley Music Scene
Curators: A team headed by Joe MacDonald and Shelley Rideout
Exhibit Dates: September, 2017 – April, 2018

Home to prolific musicians, intimate venues and visionary promoters, the Berkeley music scene both reflected and
inspired the political, social and cultural changes of a fast moving, tumultuous decade. Hospitable to all types of
music, Berkeley served as an incubator for several groups and musicians that made indelible marks on the 1960s.
This exhibit will highlight changes in musical style and music technology, placing these in the context of the events
of the day.
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Is a Kiss Just a Kiss?
By Ann Harlow

A BHS volunteer, Pamela Rouse, came across this item in the Berkeley Daily Gazette of July 17, 1913:
KISSING BENEFICIAL
DECLARES SCIENTIST
BERLIN, JULY 16.—In a long article, carefully prepared months ago, and printed in a local publication today,
Professor Adolph Paskau, of Breslau, strongly champions osculation. “Far from being harmful,” says the noted savant, “kissing may soothe the nerves, and have a really beneficial effect, physiologically.” This pleasing
note in the article is bases, says the savant on experiments. He doesn’t say if the experiments were personal
ones. “Humanity has survived kissing ten thousand years,” the article continues, “and it will survive many
more ten thousands, if the world lasts that long. It is doubtful if any one ever contracted tuberculosis through
kissing—at least not in Germany.”
This reminded Pamela of a postcard we sell, a reproduction of one from about that same time, the 1910s, saying “It is
no crime to kiss in Berkeley.” Although in an hour or so of Google research I haven’t found much evidence of laws
against kissing in those days, Riverside did pass a law in 1918 prohibiting kissing in parks and public places. France
had outlawed kissing on railroad platforms in 1910 because it was delaying train departures. Various health authorities warned that kissing could spread tuberculosis, which was a major public health issue at the time.
Several postcards were mass-produced in the 1910s with the same words: “It is no crime to kiss in _________________”
and “To err is human, to kiss, divine.” Local printers would add the name of the town. The woman almost always
wears red, suggesting she is a “scarlet” woman.
The “kiss” postcard shown above has been the “best seller” at BHS. On several occasions large quantities have been
sold for use at Berkeley weddings.
You, too, can peruse old issues of the Berkeley Gazette: Go to https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=PPAp3RzCAaIC to see what’s available, or do a subject search including “Berkeley Daily Gazette” in the search window.
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Maybeck’s Car Coming to
Town?
One of the lesser known surviving legacies of Berkeley’s famed architect Bernard Maybeck is a touring
car that he received from his friend and client Earle
Anthony as partial payment for design work on numerous projects, including Anthony’s homes and
automobile showrooms. “Showboat,” as Maybeck
called his 1929 Packard Phaeton, is now owned by an
out-of-state classic car collector, but may make a rare
return visit to her earlier parking grounds in Berkeley
on the weekend of August 6–7. (See Calendar, p. 10.)

Berkeley Historical Society Membership
Membership in the Berkeley Historical Society (BHS) helps maintain the quality of all our activities, including
archives, exhibits, programs, events, walks, newsletter and operations. BHS membership dues and
donations are tax deductible as charitable contributions to the extent allowed by law.
NEW					

Individual $25			
Life Member $500		

Family $30			
Student/Low Income $15

RENEWAL

Contributor $55		
Business $100

Sponsor $100

You can also give a gift of a BHS membership or donate to our general or endowment fund(s):
Donate to General Operating Fund $______
Donate to Louis Stein Endowment Fund $______
Gift membershlp (enclose name, address, etc. on separate paper)
I am interested in volunteering at the Berkeley Historical Society. Please have someone contact me.
Payment information: Total amount $________

Cash

Check (payable to BHS)

Credit card

Name(s) ________________________________________ Mailing address ________________________________________
City ____________________ State ___ Zip _______ Phone ________________ Email _______________________________
(We use your email to notify you of special events, confirm event reservations, or send receipt for credit card charge)

I agree to the one time only charge of $ ________ to my credit card payable to the Berkeley Historical Society for membership dues and/or
other donations. A receipt will be emailed. Credit card information will be destroyed once payment is validated. More information on the BHS
credit card authorization policy and privacy policy is at www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org.

Signature ________________________________________ Date ________________
Mastercard
Visa
Discover
Amex

Name on card
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Card number

Expiration
date

Security
code

Cardholder
zipcode

Committee Reports
Archives
Some interesting recent acquisitions are a set of architectural drawings of Berkeley Iceland, a large collection of
papers from the Actors’ Ensemble of Berkeley, John Muir School registers, and as a result of our recent exhibit on
museums anf galleries in Berkeley, a set of newsletters and other materials from the Ames Gallery. Ed Herny continues to donate interesting ephemera, such as an invitation card for the Universal School of Suggesto-Therapy and an
ice delivery placard that you could put in your window.
Progress continues on entering records for photos into our computer system; we now have 2,351 photo records,
linked to 2,450 digital images, so the images can be seen at the same time as viewing the computer record. Most of
our photos have been digitized, but creating the computer record takes time.
A start has been made in cataloging and digitizing the approximately 60 music posters and handbills in our collection.
Bill Roberts

Oral History
The Oral History Program is pleased to announce two new books: a new re-release and a soon-to-be released. The
first is a second edition of our oral history of Berkeley’s International House, The Golden Age of International House
Berkeley: An Oral History of the Post World War II Era. The reason for the second edition was the depletion of our
first edition—an opportune time to add a new Conclusion, and give our book a shiny, durable, hardback binding. We
are also pleased to be able to add “Post World War II” to the title, to allow those searching for memoirs of that era to
more easily locate ours. As the post World War II generation leaves us, their historic experiences and contributions
will be treasured all the more. You can purchase a copy of the new edition at the History Center, or on the International House web site. The book sells for twenty dollars.
Another World War II veteran is the subject of our soon-to-be released oral history, Hank Abraham: A Berkeley
Hikemaster and Forester in the Sierra. Now 95, Mr. Abraham hails from families who arrived in Berkeley in the
1880s. Among the interesting depiction of the bucolic life of the time lies a story that also follows the establishment
the Bay Area’s lines of transportation. One grandfather lay down the lines for San Francisco’s new cable cars, while
other great-uncles shoveled steam on the Bay’s steam shipsand ferry lines, and Hank’s father helped run a motorcycle
and bicycle store. Although Hank grew up a stone’s throw from the Southern Pacific and Key Route trolley lines, he
almost always saved the five cents and walked to Garfield or Berkeley High.
His talent for walking was further developed when, as a Boy Scout, and then Sierra Clubber, Hank became a Hikemaster and burro trip leader. He ended up walking hundreds of miles along the crest of the Sierra, along what became
the Pacific Crest Trail. His adventures in the Sierra bring home how important the mountains were for early Berkeleyans, many of whom were key leaders of the Sierra Club.
The Hank Abraham oral history will be available for purchase in August at the Berkeley Historical Society.
Jeanine Castello-Lin and Tonya Staros

Join us at the Solano Stroll, Sunday, September 11
Look for the Berkeley Historical Society booth at the annual Solano Stroll. We will display historic photos of the
neighborhood, and we’ll have postcards and other history items for sale. If you would be willing to help staff the
booth, please leave a message at the Center, (510) 848-0181.
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BHS Literary History Walk
Our May 14th walking tour explored the North Berkeley
Hills neighborhood full of streets and paths named after
authors including Bret Harte, Charles Keeler, Joaquin
Miller, George Sterling, and Charles Warren Stoddard, all
of whom were friends with Ina Coolbrith. The walk was
led by Aleta George, author of Ina Coolbrith: The Bittersweet Song of California’s First Poet Laureate.
Photos by Therese Pipe:
Left, Aleta George and an Ina Coolbrith relative at the history
walk. Below left, unusual quadruple street signs seen on the
walk, with Charles Keeler honored. Below right, Bret Harte and
Joaquin Miller are commemorated.

Save the Date: Soundtrack to the Sixties
Saturday, September 10, 7 pm
Benefit Concert at Ashkenaz
1317 San Pablo (at Gilman), Berkeley

Join Country Joe McDonald, The Joy of Cooking, David Gans, Kevin Langdon and other musicians to be announced
at a benefit concert and dance party recreating the spirit and sounds of the 1960s Berkeley music scene. Doors will
open at 7 p.m. and the music will start at 7:30. The admission charge of $20 will benefit Ashkenaz Music & Dance
Community Center and the Berkeley Historical Society. Festive 1960s attire is encouraged.
This fundraiser will help underwrite and publicize the exhibit we are developing to open in the fall of 2017, Soundtrack
to the Sixties: The Berkeley Music Scene.
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Was Willard the First Junior High?
By Phyllis Gale and Jennifer Dix

First graduating class of Frances Willard School, 1917

It depends on your definition. Claims that Frances Willard Junior High was the first junior high school in the United
States appear in the Berkeley Gazette, and several times in Willard’s yearbook, the Target, as well as other publications. Willard was certainly the first junior high school in Berkeley, the first in California, and the first west of the
Mississippi. Berkeley schools were very much affected by the “progressive education” movement of the 1890s and
early 1900s. As the school district began enforcing school attendance laws, post-elementary enrollment substantially
increased. This, along with a 400% increase in the Berkeley population from 1900 to 1910, made it difficult to accommodate all students in grades 9 through 12 at the high school. In 1909, following close on the September opening
of Indianola Junior High in Columbus, Ohio, Berkeley’s school board voted to create “introductory high schools” for
students in grades 7 through 9.
The first of these was McKinley Intermediate School, formed from the upper grades of McKinley Elementary and
headed by principal W. B. Clark. It opened in January 1910. In 1916, Clark and the McKinley Intermediate students
moved into the newly constructed Frances Willard School, named in honor of the renowned educator and women’s
suffrage leader.
The Target student magazine also migrated from McKinley, to become Willard’s literary publication and yearbook.
It’s worth noting that while Indianola was the first school in the country to adopt the term “junior high,” the school’s
stated mission was “to give those pupils who are unable to receive a regular four years’ high-school course a more
practical education.”
McKinley/Willard, on the other hand, was intended to prepare its students to continue on to high school. In June 1916,
as he prepared to move with his students from McKinley to Willard, W. B. Clark wrote with satisfaction that “Ninety-five percent of the McKinley pupils remain in school after completing the eighth grade and ninety-five per cent of
these enter high school. Probably this record can not be duplicated by any other school in this country.”
– Phyllis Gale (Berkeley Historical Society) and Jennifer Dix (Willard Centennial Committee)
First published in BUSD Willard Middle School PTA Willard Update
The Willard Centennial Celebration is October 16th. Keep up with Willard Centennial events here:
https://www.willardpta.org/willard-centennial/ and Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Willard100/
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Calendar

Sunday, July 17, 1-5 pm: Sacramento Street Block Party with Dedication of Rumford Monument
Join the South Berkeley Heritage Project for an afternoon of Berkeley history in the block just north of Ashby where
William Byron Rumford once had a pharmacy that was a hotbed of African American political activism. (See story
on page 1.)
Sunday, July 31, 1–4 pm: A 1960s TETON TEA PARTY
Doors open at 1 PM; panel discussion at 1:30, followed by singing. Berkeley Historical Society invites you to a Teton
Tea Party and panel discussion as part of the Berkeley’s Soundtrack of the 60s project. Teton Tea Parties started in
the very early 1960s as part of the Berkeley folk music scene and continued through the early 1970s. Join BHS and
some of the folks who were around back then for a panel discussion about this significant part of the Berkeley folk
music scene, followed by singing and sharing of folk songs that were popular during that era and helped set the stage
for the folk-rock explosion. Teton Tea will be served! Free admission. Location: Berkeley History Center. For more
information contact the Historical Society, (510) 848-0181.
Several interesting events are in the works for August, but we can’t yet tell you the exact dates and times. Watch for
emails from BHS or BAHA or check the websites for the details on:
August 6 or 7 (tentative): A visit from Maybeck’s Packard
An event is being organized by the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association (BAHA) that may include a drive
about town past Maybeck-designed buildings. Check the BAHA News (http://baha-news.blogspot.com/) or Facebook
page for event and ticket details, or call the BAHA office in mid-July, (510) 841-2242.
August - Date and Time to be Determined: The BHS is teaming up with the Berkeley Public Library to present
Berkeley native and documentary filmmaker Doug Harris and his film Fair Legislation: The Byron Rumford Story.
While there have been several screenings of this important documentary in Berkeley, this will be the first time that it
will be screened by the filmmaker with his comments. Free admission. Location: Berkeley Public Library Community
Room. Check berkeleypubliclibrary.org/events for details.
August - Date and Time to be Determined: Berkeley native and author Tina Jones Williams will lead a discussion
about her new novel Sara’s Song at the Berkeley History Center. The book is inspired in part by her family’s move
from Chicago to Berkeley during World War II, and follows her first novella in the Julia Street Series, “Some Things I
Want You to Know.” Williams’ mother, who is represented by the protagonist in the novel, worked briefly as a welder
at the Richmond shipyards. After the program, the book Sara’s Song will be available for purchase and for signing by
the author. Free admission. Location: Berkeley History Center, Veterans’ Memorial Building, 1931 Center Street. For
more information see our website, http://www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org/events, or call (510) 848-0181.
BHS offers walking tours in the spring and fall. For year-round walks featuring local history, you might wish to
check these sites:
http://berkeleypaths.org/guided-walks/
http://www.oaklandheritage.org/events.html
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/government/o/CityAdministration/d/EconomicDevelopment/o/CulturalArtsMarketing/DOWD000366
http://www.sfcityguides.org/
http://sfmhs.org/barbary-coast-trail/bct-tours
http://sfmhs.org/events/walking-tours
http://www.paramounttheatre.com/tour.html
https://ectrailtrekkers.wordpress.com/events/
https://alamedaca.gov/recreation/alameda-walks
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